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rotheln and when cases are reported to him no measures of disinfec-
tion orisolation are attempted. Direct and indirect appeals to him
hate produced no effect.

IIt might be advisable to ask the opinion on the matter of the
-medical officer to the Local Government Board, stating that the sanitary
authority adopt no precautions to prevent the spread of scarlet fever,
and setting forth the grounds upon which the diagnosis of scarlet
fever is based. The occurrence of "several fatal cases" is in itself
prmdfacie evidence against the German measles view.

NUJISANCE IN A WORKHOUSE
KouMIss asks whether, upon receiving complaint of the existence of a
nuisance in a workhouse, it is the duty of the medical officer of health
to inspect, there being a workhouse medical officer.

'** Not necessarily to inspect, but to ensure that if there be any such
nuisance the proper steps are taken for its abatement. Usually a
'friendly conference with the workhouse medical officer, or even a note
'to him, would settle the,"whole"matter, and for every reason this course
'should be followed.

COMPULSORY CONNECTION WITH DRAINS.
ID.P.H. asks whether, in a town which has partially adopted the pail
-system, and is being sewered in sections, owners of houses within the
,100-feet limit can be compelled to connect them with the sewers under
Bection 23 of the Public Health Act, 1875, " thus doing away with the

* The connection can be enforced. The adoption of the pail system
,does not remove the necessity for drainage, or affect the application of
the section cited; but neither does the connection of the house drain
with the sewer necessarily do away with the pails.

AGE FOR MEDICAL HEALTH APPOINTMENTS.
21. R. G.-There is no statutory limit of age as regards the appointment of
medical officers of health, the matter being left in each case to the dis-
-cretion of the appointing authority. The same remark applies to the
;appointment of medical inspectors under the Local Government Board,
buit in the latter case it should be remembered that there is a Treasury
irule as to compulsory retirement at the age of 65.

VILLAGE WELLS.
1N an exhaustive report upon the existing water supply of Writtle and
Oxney Green, Dr. Thresh gives particulars of analyses of every well in the
village, over fifty in number, with the result that only a very small pro-
porti7on fail to show evidence of more or less intense pollution. Bad as
a is in quality, the supply is also insufficient in quantity.

ERRA¶TUM.-Dr. James Edmunds writes: An unfortunate duplication of
the negative-and a stultification of my sentence-has crept in at the sth
line of paragraph 2 of my " Tailors' Workmen " article, page 748. I wrote,
or meant to write: But it is not possible, etc., whereas it now reads: " not
impossible."

MEDICO-LEGAL AND MEDICO-ETHICAL.
THE COOPER INQUIRY IN DOUGLAS.

'us Liverpool Correspondent writes: The inquiry into the charge of
cnurder preferred against George Barker Cooper in the Court House in
Douglas, Isle of Man, has excited an unusual amount of interest, not
alone in the island, where such cases are happily rare, but throughout
the whole of the North of England. Several medical witnesses were
,called both for the prosecution and for the defence. Their testimony
twas ail but unanimous, and was largely drawn upon by Mr. Ring, the
prisoner's counsel2 in putting forward his view of the case. This circum-
stance, together with the peculiar character of the fatal wound, seems to
-all for some comment from a medical point of view.
The fatal wound was inflicted with a small knife, a " corn cutter," with

.a blade 2j inches long. It was situated on the left side of the chest; its
superficial extent was about 3 inches, commencing at a point over the
'second iDtercostal space, close to the sternum, and extending upwards
and outwards towards the left shoulder. The medical witnesses were
agreed that the knife had entered at the inner angle of the wound; it
passed through the intercostal space, traversed the pleura and lung, and
inflicted a small puncture in the pulmonary artery, on the upper aspect
'of the bifurcation, or, as one of the witnesses put it, on the commence-
*ment of the left branch. The outer part of the wound was superficial,
.and was supposed to be caused by the withdrawal of the knife. The left
lung was found collapsed, and there was about a pint of blood in the
-pleura. A little blood was also found in the pericardium, from which it
-would appear that the knife must have just grazed the sac. In pursuance
of a practice sanctioned by a recent statute in the Isle of Man, the pri-
soner was examined on oath in his own defence, and gave his evidence
to the effect that in the course of a quarrel with his wife the deceased
struck him on the face, and that he struck back at her without thinking
,of the knife with which he was paring his nails at the time.
The acceptance of this version of the affair would reduce the crime

'from murder to manslaughter. It was asserted by the prisoner that
,until she was found in the room he believed the deceased had only
'Iainted, a statement borne out by the medical evidence, which was to the
effect that death must have taken place some five or ten minutes after

-the infliction of the wound, that it was preceded by syncnoe, and that
the haemorrhage being mostly internal the amouLt of blood visible ex-
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ternally would not excite alarm. In this connection it is worth notin
that the prisoner seems to be affected with a high degree of myopia, and
that he states that his glasses were knocked off by the blow he received.
An interestingpoint in-he case'is that the medical evidence aimedat show-
ingthat itwas all but impossible forthe wound to have been caused in any
other waythan that doscribed bytheprisoner, and that one witness stated
that from the appearance of the wound alone he would have formed the
opinion that ithad been caused in that and in no other way. The case
was gone into at great length, and lasted five days, although the proceed-
ings were only analogous to the finding of the grand jury in England.
The result was the finding of a true bill on the capital charge, and the
prisoner will be tried at the general gaol delivery in November.

SUSPECTED COVERING.
KELVINDALE writes: In the village in which I have the misfortune to
dwell, there exists a certain " wound doctor and man midwife," who
attends confinements (using instruments, etc.) at a reduction of 2.5 per
cent. on usual professional charges. As this person is totally unquali-
fied. when a death is likely to occur in the case of mother or child, a
medical man of some standing from the neighbouring town makes his
appearance on the scene, and takes charge of the case. I do not believe
there is any direct proof of covering, yet the medical man in question
obtains an introduction to my patients, as they are ashamed to send for
me after employing the " man midwife." Is the action of the town prac-
titioner in accordance with professional etiquette ? What remedy (if
any) exists?
*** The proceeding described is undoubtedly contrary to the ethics of

practice. Our correspondent should communicate the circumstances
with the evidence he is able to bring in support of his statements, to the
Registrar of the General Medical Council, 299, Oxford Street, London,
W. We understand that when a case is brought to the notice of the
Council officials, they may institute a preliminary inquiry, and if this
elicits evidence of covering, they will summon before them the in-
criminated practitioner.

HOSPITALS AND PROVIDENT DISPENSARIES.
IN NUBIBaUS writes: We have what is improperly named a provident dis-
pensary in this town, for it is not self-supporting, deriving no less a
sum than £500 a year from the local infirmary, which is a charity. This
money is divided amongst several district doctors, enabling them to
make a living for themselves. It inserts the enclosed advertisement
weekly in the Monday's paper, and they take into it all and sundry
patients who are known to be in receipt of £3 to 24 a week, ship cap-
tains' familles, and others.
Do you consider this is in accordance with etiquette and fair to the

profession? What is your opinion as regards the advertising?
Sunderland Provident Dispensary, 6, Lambton Street.

Scale of Fees.
Cost of Monthly

Admission. Payments.
For an adult... .. .. s. 9d. ... 4d.

,, Man and Wife ... ... 28. id. .. ... 8d.
Man, Wife, and Child ... 2s. 3d. ... lod.
Man, Wife, and two or more
children under 16 years of
age ... . .. 2s. 5d. ... ... 1.

The payments are called for once a month.
Medicines are supplied from the Surgeries of the District Medical

Officers to patients residing in the outlying portions of the town.
For full particulars, rules, etc., apply to Robt. H. Mushens, Secretary.
*** With the view to more fully ventilate the subject of the alleged

abuse at the so-called " provident dispensary" in question, we deem it
well to give insertion to our correspondent's letter; but in the absence
of the " full particulars, rules, etc.," referred to in its weekly advertise-
ment, and, also, as to the de facto official association of the " local infir-
mary" therewith, we are not in a position to express a definite opinion
thereon, other than that the alleged annual payment of 2500 out of the
funds of a purely charitable institutionin aid of a provident dispensary,
to the professional benefits of which persons " in receipt of £3 to 24 a
week, ship captains' families and others," constitutes an anomaly that
we fail to comprehend, and which latter statement, if true, is not only
discreditable to the recipients, but a flagrant iDjustice, and needs careful
investigation and-redress.

INSURANCE COMPANIES AND MEDICAL FEES.
A SCOTCH MEMBER writes: Last week I had put into my hands, by the
relatives of a deceased patient whose life had been insured, a schedule
which had been sent to them by the insurance company. This schedule
had printed upon the outside, with blank spaces for names, "The Re-
presentatives of the late Mr. So-and-so will be much obliged by Dr. So-
and-so filling up the annexed form of report, and sending it direct to the
Life Association of Scotland, 82, Princes Street, Edinburgh."
The inside of the schedule is headed " Life Association of Scotland.

Confidential statements by the medical attendant during last illness of
the late Mr. So-and-so." Then followten questions, forming an elaborate
inquiry into the nature of the last illness of deceased, his personal
habits, etc.
I informed the relatives that I would not fill up this report unless

asked to do so by the office direct, and the request accompanied by a fee.
I wrote to :the secretary of 'the office to the same effect. I have a letter
from him to-day stating that, "1 as the report forms part of the proofs of
death required by our directors to be furnished by the claimant under
the policy, therefore the fe for such report (if any) is accordingly pay-
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